9am/18:00 Establish Connection via Marratech

- Sit in one large group on each side for Welcome and Marratech check (5 mins)
- Anders Eriksson shares remarks on "rhetoric: theory and practice"  (10 mins)
- Move into small groups (5 mins for set up and relocation and establish Marratech)

   **Group 1:** Dennis, Eliska
   Andy, Chris, Sanjana, Nikita, Elvera

   **Group 2:** Joakim, Anna
   Elliot, Jeremy, Myles, Marcella, Allison

   **Group 3:** Andrea, Katarina
   Ling, Scott, Priyata, Kashmira, In Ho

- Small Groups exchange proposal presentations and feedback on proposals (60 min)
  - 2 minutes each student x 5 students per group = 10 minutes, plus 5 minute exchange of dialogue per student (consisting of both Q/A about the topic and feedback on presentation) + 25 = 35 minutes or so.
  - Note that each group has an hour for this part of the Webcast so don’t panic if it takes a little time to load your multimedia.
  - Do please use the whole hour and exchange comments on both the proposal topic and on the proposal presentation. This is your chance to discuss cross-cultural rhetoric together!

**DIRECTIONS on FEEDBACK SESSION:** Both Stanford and Örebro students should comment during the 5 minute Q/A feedback session. PLEASE PICK SOMEONE FROM YOUR GROUP TO BE A TIMEKEEPER. If there is extra time at the end, feel free to go back and discuss any of the projects in more detail. Please address the following:

- **First impressions:**
  - What impressed you most? What do you think of the topic? What seems most promising about the project?

- **Content:**
  - What specific or overall questions do you have of the speaker concerning the proposed topic?
  - What alternative ways of analyzing the primary source might you suggest?
  - What rhetorical appeals are at work in the example chosen to represent this topic?
  - What was confusing or unclear to you from a cross-cultural perspective? What do you think needed more explanation for a cross-cultural audience?
  - What problems do you think the person might encounter in pursuing this topic? What research leads or primary source examples can you suggest as potential sources?

- **Delivery:**
  - How effective was the media chosen for the proposal presentation? Comment on the strategy of invention in selecting material.
  - How effective was the strategy of arrangement in the speaker’s design of presentation?
  - How clear and engaging was the speaker’s delivery of the presentation? Comment on the speaker’s style and take into consideration voice (such as volume, pacing, and articulation), body language (such as eye contact, gestures, stance, and movement), and overall persona (nervousness, confidence, or friendliness of character).

- **Final impressions:** What have you learned from this exchange?
  - Return to main room and reassemble as one large group (5 min)
  - Closing remarks by Anders Eriksson, on “Rhetoric in research and theory” – a springboard for the papers you will write (5-10 mins)

CHECK out [http://crossculturalrhetoric.blogspot.com/](http://crossculturalrhetoric.blogspot.com/) -- post a comment!